Ruby Mountains, NV – Daddy daughter
I decided to take Brynn and Hailey on one last adventure before school started next week
(August, 2016). Cami and Jacie had High School soccer practice so they couldn’t come and I
decided it might be a bit much for any of my younger daughters to make this trip.
We made the five hour drive from Boise to the Ruby Mountains just outside Elko, NV. It was
worth the drive and everything I expected it would be. I’ve heard it’s one of the most beautiful
places in Nevada and I’d agree. It’s an alpine oasis surrounded by desert.

Brynn and Hailey looking down on Liberty Lake from Liberty Pass - 11,400’

The original plan was to camp at Island Lake one night and Liberty Lake the next night and day
hike over to Favre and Castle Lakes for a total of three days. Brynn started getting sick the first
night at Island Lake so we day hiked the second day three miles up to 11,400’ Liberty Pass and
came home that evening. Below is a trail sign that shows distances and elevations to the lakes.

Lamoille Canyon is a beautiful scenic drive. It is paved all the way to the trailhead. This is a
perfect place for a daddy-daughter trip. It’s only two miles to Island and Lamoille Lakes or four
miles to Liberty Lake. Don’t expect to be alone but the scenery is worth it. We also had great
weather on our trip.
You’ll find Brook Trout in these lakes. Several are too shallow but Lamoille and Liberty Lake I
know have descent fishing for Brook Trout. Those are the only lakes I’d bother fishing on this
hike and maybe Favre Lake if I made it that far. I saw several Brook Trout come to the surface at
Lamoille Lake. I believe Liberty Lake may also have some Lake Trout if you fish deep.

A view of the Ruby’s from the drive in and a stop along Lamoille Canyon scenic drive

Island Lake
We started our hike in the middle of the day so it was a little hot but there was a gentle breeze
that helped. All the trails are gentle and the biggest problem in the area is cutting trails to save
time.

Brynn and Hailey at the trailhead with Liberty Pass in the background at the head of Lamoille Canyon.

Once we got to Island Lake we took a rest and then we hiked up into the cirque above Island
Lake to listen for Himalayan Snowcock and possibly get lucky and see one. There is a website
where you can get a lot of good information on the Ruby Mountains and Himalayan Snowcocks.
http://www.backpackingintherubymountains.info/himalayan/snowcock.html

I first became interested in hunting them a few years ago but never got around to it. They are
considered a trophy by many upland game bird hunters because they are so difficult to hunt.
They are found in very difficult terrain and are very elusive. They were transplanted from the
Himalayas (Pakistan) as a game sport. The Ruby Mountains are the only place they are found in
the United States. Mountain Goats were also brought to this range but I never saw one on our
trip.

At about 3:15pm I heard my first Snowcock but could not locate it in the cliffs. It was a surprise
that I heard one in the afternoon. It was very early the next morning when I expected to hear or
see one. They fly down from the cliffs early in the morning and work their way back up the
slope feeding on the grassy slopes. They are most vocal in the morning and I figured that would
be my best chance. I was unable to see a Snowcock on the trip but I did hear two more the next
morning. I was up in the basin by 5:45am, heard a few call, and then it was silent.

Where I looked for Himalayan Snowcock above Island Lake

Sign of Snowcocks

Our hike back to the trailhead from Island Lake

Liberty Pass
We got back to the trailhead about 8:30am from Island Lake and started our three mile day hike
to Liberty Pass just after 9am. There are also Himalayan Snowcock seen on this hike but we
were getting a late start. I never did hear them. I would have liked my chances had we spent
the night at Lamoille or Liberty Lakes.

One of the Dollar Lakes

The hike was very scenic! The first lakes we came to were Dollar Lakes. They were very shallow
but a beautiful area. After hiking up out of the willows you come to a beautiful alpine cirque
basin that holds Lamoille Lake. You could see many Brook Trout swimming around in the crystal
clear blue waters. It was so luring that Hailey jumped in on our way back down from Liberty
Pass. See video: https://www.flickr.com/photos/120225686@N06/28870417050/in/datetaken

Brynn at Lamoille Lake

Dollar Lake (above)

Lamoille Lake (below)

Hiking above Lamoille Lake

Nearing Liberty Pass where we saw Black Rosy Finches

Nearing Liberty Pass looking north

At Liberty Pass

A view of Liberty Pass (lowest point in the V) on the hike back down

Brynn & Hailey at the wilderness boundary

Just beyond Liberty Pass is the Ruby
Mountains Wilderness boundary. The views
are stunning to the south but don’t stop
here. Walk another hundred yards or so and
you’ll come to the best view of the trip. The
view looking down on Liberty Lake when you
can first see it is amazing. It will be one of
those views I will always remember. The
photo doesn’t do it justice!
This is a very amazing hike and it’s not very
difficult relative to the effort of other
locations to get these views. My girls got
nervous just being up so high with nothing
around but rock and looking down on the
world. They were pretty amazed by their
surroundings and surprised at what they
accomplished. It was well worth the trip and
a memory I can share with Brynn and Hailey.

The view of Liberty Lake after coming over the pass looking south

A view of the canyon on the way back

